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ABSTRACT Mobile robotic systems have evolved to include sensors capable of truthfully describing robot
status and operating environment as accurately and reliably as never before. This possibility is challenged
by effective sensor data exploitation, because of the cognitive load an operator is exposed to, due to the
large amount of data and time-dependency constraints. This paper addresses this challenge in remote-vehicle
teleoperation by proposing an intuitive way to present sensor data to users by means of using mixed reality
and visual aids within the user interface. We propose a method for organizing information presentation and
a set of visual aids to facilitate visual communication of data in teleoperation control panels. The resulting
sensor-information presentation appears coherent and intuitive, making it easier for an operator to catch and
comprehend information meaning. This increases situational awareness and speeds up decision-making.
Our method is implemented on a real mobile robotic system operating outdoor equipped with on-board
internal and external sensors, GPS, and a reconstructed 3D graphical model provided by an assistant drone.
Experimentation verified feasibility while intuitive and comprehensive visual communication was confirmed
through an assessment, which encourages further developments.

INDEX TERMS Virtual reality, augmented reality, user interfaces, graphical user interfaces, human-robot
interaction, telerobotics, stereo vision.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, robotic vehicles have been
proposed for controlled environments such as depots and
automated manufacture halls. Different systems have also
been employed to help with dangerous tasks such as bomb
disposal and mine discovery. Whereas mobile robots’ auton-
omy has constantly increased, so has the awareness of the
unreplaceable value of manual teleoperation, especially for
challenging tasks and unknown environments.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Pedro Neto .

Manually operated robotic vehicles, quite often behaving
semi-autonomously, need to be commanded through their
operator’s interface. There has been an increased conscious-
ness about the role of the interface in enhancing opera-
tor’s situational awareness and its impact on operational
performance.

Operator’s situational awareness is a key aspect to oper-
ate effectively remote vehicles. This means among other
things: understanding the surrounding environment, the robot
location, the contextual robot-environment movements, and
predicting future robot-environment behaviors [1], [2].

New literature contributions have proposed different ways
to increase awareness, e.g. better representations of sensors
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information [3], wider range of available commands and
options [4], and more intuitive dashboards including the
use of three-dimensional displays [5]. Despite the use of
immersive displays and mixed reality (MR) representations
has often been discussed [6]–[10], it is rare to find it on
commercial products. There is nonetheless consensus about
its potential and advantage in increasing operator’s sense of
presence in remote workspaces. This in turn means greater
environment comprehension, which positively affects task
performance and decision-making.

Teleoperation interfaces have recently included stereo-
scopic three-dimensional (S3D) monitors [11], [12], while in
some fields such as telesurgery, S3D has become an estab-
lished technology (see e.g. the spread of the daVinci system).
The involvement of other human sensor modalities such as
haptics is also being researched, but it does not appear on
commercial products yet.

When remotely operating in outdoor natural environments,
users may be challenged by: complexity of scenarios and
objects, events dynamics, richness of the provided live-sensor
data, limited display size, and also by the way available prior
knowledge is communicated. Figure 1 illustrates main actors
playing a role in operational behavior and decision process.

FIGURE 1. Conceptual illustration of key factors and user interface role
during robot teleoperation.

This work proposes an intuitive way to present multiple
sensor data to a remote-vehicles operator, which is expected
to increase situational awareness. This is to be achieved:
(1) by providing operators with as much knowledge as pos-
sible about the remote space and its current condition; and
(2) by communicating information intuitively.

We have today many information-rich sensors at robot
disposal [13], [14], e.g. 3D cameras, laser scanners, sonars,
infra-red range finders and GPS, which can provide knowl-
edge to greatly improve navigation and intervention perfor-
mance. The challenge is then about how to communicate
users a fairly large amount of sensor information effectively,
therefore avoiding cognitive overload [1]. Our answer is to
present sensor information visually and this should rely on:

• Coherent combination of different live sensors informa-
tion. A lot can be achieved by applying Information
Visualization theories to improve visual communication
of data.

• MR representations and immersive displays. This com-
bination can increase users’ comprehension and sense of
presence, and therefore remote-space awareness.

The operator will be observing an adaptive MR scenario
consisting of three-dimensional streamed videos and graphi-
cal representations of sensor data. The latter will be designed
as multi-sensor informed visual aids (VAs).

The focus is on outdoor natural scenarios, where robots are
able to provide positional and attitude information together
with live views of the surrounding environment. Previously or
concurrently acquired environment maps can be considered,
e.g. maps today achievable from drone aerial views.

The next section introduces the state of the art, whereas
section III describes the proposed approach and specific
choices. Section IV describes the implemented system,
whereas section V analyzes results of experimentation trials.
In section VI conclusions are drawn.

II. IMMERSIVE VISUALIZATION AND MR INTERFACES
A. VIRTUAL REALITY HEADSETS
Ivan Sutherland built the first HMD prototype in 1968 [15].
VR headsets had since then received continuous interest
because of their potential in providing full visual immersion
into artificially generated environments. However, despite
the relevant improvements occurred in the last decades,
with HMDs adopting optical tracking and OLED displays,
while becoming smaller and lighter [16], some other issues
remained. These were e.g. observed tunnel vision, tethering
to PC, weight, portability and high cost.

They all limited HMD’s adoption into the consumermarket
and HMD use was mainly confined within research labs.
This happened up until this last decade. A notable step
forward came then in 2012, with the first Oculus Rift sys-
tem [17], which among other things, featured wide Field of
View (FOV) and low-cost.

There has been great development since then with newer
systems featuring wider displays and higher resolution,
lower cost and wireless connection. The latter being one
of the latest systems’ focus, which saw first the making
of ‘‘smartphone-based VR headsets’’, which rely on smart-
phones and their displays to operate [18], [19], then the
standalone VR headsets, which rely on dedicated computing
and display systems [20], [21]. They opened up to wide
applications and a large audience [22]. Today’s highest-specs
VR headset have nonetheless remained those wired to a
desktop PC. The reason being HMDs can exploit the greater
PC processing and graphic power [23], [24]. Additional
options are meantime being proposed, such as e.g. embedded
eye-trackers [25], [26].

Compared to views of traditional 2D desktop monitors,
but also to higher specs stereoscopic 3D monitors [27], [28],
VR headsets feature high user’s isolation from the
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FIGURE 2. Illustrated overview of the proposed system and approach to
outdoor robot teleoperation. The figure shows the robot-navigation
workspace used in our experiments, which is surveyed by a drone that
through its camera-system graphically reconstructs the below workspace
area in 3D. An image of the ground robot used in our experiments is also
included. On the right-hand side an image showing a robot operator
wearing a VR headset, with on top an example of operator’s view during
navigation. The operator’s view shows a MR scene depicted within a
single-window representation. The view includes the video-stream image
integrated with the reconstructed 3D model and four of the proposed
visual aids (centerline, virtual pointer, top-view and guide arrow).

surrounding environment, while allowing for continuous
omnidirectional / 360◦ viewing through natural head move-
ments, rather than using a computer mouse or multi-
dimensional joysticks. Figure 2 depicts our user wearing a
VR headset.

B. MIXED REALITY REPRESENTATIONS
Virtual reality (VR) is the simulation of a world that can be
real or invented. VR is often experienced through the use of
immersive technologies, therefore involving human sensory
inputs and especially vision. Computer graphics (CG) is typ-
ically used to visually represent VR environments, but also to
represent signs, symbols, indicators, diagrams and numbers.

MR is the combination of real objects (live or recorded)
with virtual objects, within consistent representations.
Instances of MR are Augmented Reality (AR) and Aug-
mented Virtuality (AV) [29] depending on which between
reality and virtuality is the primary visual element. A main
challenge for MR is alignment of real and virtual ele-
ments, which has been responsible for slower take up during
last years compared to VR. Nonetheless, MR has recently
got a new momentum because of the significant technol-
ogy improvements of VR/AR headsets. These have become
lighter, wireless, comfortable, sunlight insensitive and por-
traying sharp and well-aligned images.

MR representations are proposed in the literature to enable
a more coherent combination of different information within
the same visual context, which is more intuitive [3], [30].
The proposed interfaces focus on specific features and
offer various elements to support operators while driving

remotely-located vehicles. MR representations have some-
times included the use of visual aids (VAs) to provide infor-
mation on sensor data or on robot and environment status.

In case of sensor data, VAs mainly consist of graphic
elements that exclusively display proprioceptive sensors
data [2], [10]. Only in [3] some information about remote
terrain (namely slope) is given to teleoperators. Other inter-
faces propose the use of stereo cameras to increase spatial
awareness, but only recent works combine stereoscopic views
with head-mounted displays (HMDs) [10], [12], [31]–[36].

In case of robot and environment status, VAs refer to the
outcome of SLAM algorithms or, more generally, real-time
3D reconstructions, to obtain a 3D model of the region
the robot is navigating into [31], [35]. Others do not take
into account any information about the environment geome-
try [2], [12], [33], [34], [37] despite status information and 3D
models have recently become more available and accessible.

Furthermore, most of the works exploiting MR have been
designed for indoor scenarios or outdoor scenarios under
certain conditions only [31]. A summary of related literature
works, including interfaces’ visualization characteristics and
VAs is shown in Table 1.

III. METHOD: COMPREHENSIVE USER INTERFACE BASED
ON VISUAL AIDS
This paper proposes a combination of elements within a
user’s visual interface for teleoperation of ground vehicles,
which integrates live and pre-acquired sensors data, to rep-
resent robot and environment status within an immersive
and adaptive MR view. Such a combination has never been
proposed in the related literature. The interface combines:
a) Immersive Visualization. A natural approach to visual

observation and interaction, which best suits the use
of VR headsets. Interaction in the latter can take place
through head movements and hand controllers.

b) Three-Dimensional Mixed Reality. An Augmented
Virtuality (AV) visual representation [29], where real
and virtual elements are integrated three-dimensionally
on operator’s display. These elements represent sen-
sors data providing: positional information environ-
ment maps, graphical 3D reconstruction and live stereo
images.

c) Visual Aids. A graphical representation of sensor data
designed to provide specific types of aid in an intuitive
way. They represent environment and direction informa-
tion and aim to assist users during navigation.

The interface is designed according to following elements:
single-window representation, video-synthetic images, intu-
itive data viewing, regional and directional visual aids.

A. SINGLE-WINDOW REPRESENTATION
The interface view shown on the VR headset represents a
single window. This is the sole control panel users can rely
on during robot teleoperation. The shown information may
need to be rich (because of the many available sensors),
while it may also need to be quickly comprehended, e.g.
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TABLE 1. Summary of literature work’s main characteristics we consider as reference. Ego/Exo stands for Egocentric/Exocentric.

when decisions are made while driving at speed. Sensors
information presentation is therefore a relevant aspect.We see
in literature control panels that only show subsets of available
sensor data, others that showmore sensor outputs but through
different windows [38]–[40], and others that attempt group-
ing all data within a single window [3], [7], [30].

We want our interface to include all sensor data as well
as any available prior knowledge, aiming at achieving a
continuous and exhaustive monitoring of events. We follow
recommendations from Gibson’s ecological approach [41].
Therefore, we propose the use of a single window where we
concurrently display live video-stream of the remote-scene
and graphical representations of incoming sensor data com-
bined with prior knowledge. The graphical elements are
indications such as: distance to objects, traveled trajectories,
environment features descriptors (slopes, obstacles), and a
polygonal mesh of environment shape and objects resulted
by the 3D reconstruction [42]. Video stream and graphics are
three dimensionally integrated, a feature still quite uncom-
mon in literature works (despite the use of 3D graphics). The
single-window three-dimensional MR operator’s view is a
perfect design fit to the use of immersive displays, such as a
VR headset. It also adapts well to 2D/3D desktop displays and

FIGURE 3. Example of operator’s MR view with live video-stream in the
background (showing sky, grass, rock-stones and buildings) and graphical
representation of sensor data (suggested travel trajectory, guide arrow,
top-view and traversable area in blue).

wall screens figure 2 top-right and figure 3 show examples of
single-window representations.

B. VIDEO-SYNTHETIC IMAGES
A mixed reality visualization context containing both video
and synthetic image textures is proposed, to support the
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use of the single window representation and its consequent
need to integrate data of different type and from different
sources. In particular, we concurrently display a live video
stream (reality) and graphical representations of other sensor
data (virtuality).

The resulting MR view is an example of Augmented
Virtuality [29]. It is in particular proposed to have the incom-
ing video-stream graphicallymapped on the reconstructed 3D
graphical model. This allows the graphic engine to provide
users with correct and coherent viewing perspective, and to
correctly manage occlusions.

Vision being the dominant human sensory modality and
the one we believe the most, we propose reality [29] to be
always on screen whenever available (within the 3D MR
context), and to portray the remote environment through the
streaming of video-images (a rich information fast to be
comprehended).

As for the virtuality representation, this consists of graph-
ical objects representing trajectories, trends, slopes, walls,
etc., which are three-dimensionally integrated in the MR
context.

A careful design of functions and their appearance is there-
fore required. We apply useful guidelines to general interface
design provided in Information Visualization literature [43],
and we do it within the MANTRA context. Furthermore,
we always have the option for users to adjust element views
on demand.

Special attention is paid on spatial alignment in the 3D
viewing space. We rely on a semi-automatic calibration pro-
cess done at the start, which can also be repeated on demand
during navigation. The proposed MR single-window view
is visualized in S3D (for both video and graphics), which
greatly helps users to better disambiguate among the different
visualized elements based on the higher depth comprehension
S3D provides. Figure 3 shows an example of our MR view.

The MR representation as the one proposed cannot be
found in the literature. Table 1 collects related methods,
which all have relevant differences with ours. We had also
proposed one in recent years [7], but experiments ran indoors,
on flat surfaces and with simple man-made scenarios. With
this work we propose a new design framework, to address
more challenging applications because of the uneven natural
outdoor scenarios.

C. INTUITIVE DATA VISUALIZATION
When designing sensor data representation through the use
of intuitive VAs, we propose to refer to Gestalt laws’ most
relevant indications and apply them to teleoperation inter-
face’s visual screen design. We focus on the eleven laws
summarized by Chang et al. [44], which include:

• Smooth Continuation of lines and images [45]. We use
it for path-indicators and mapped video streaming.

• Unambiguous and simple shapes. We use it for direc-
tional indicator and its design.

• Appropriate use of colors [46], [47]. We use it to design
careful color pairing, limited hues, support expectations.

1) COLORS
We propose the use of standard color conventions, including
those associated to danger–caution–safety [47], as theymatch
users’ expectations and recall the ordinary vehicle driving
experience. We rely on the simplicity principle [44], use of
small number of hues (but tuning up lightness and saturation),
and colors pairing [46], [47]. The latter is especially relevant
as we cannot control color-appearance of objects and land-
scapes in the incoming images, e.g. terrains and sky, but they
act as background colors to contrast our VAs’ color.We go for
two dyad complementary colors as in MacDonald et al. [46].

2) TRANSPARENCIES
The need to manage multiple sensors data and their graphical
representations, arising 3D occlusions, and the blending of
video and graphics, make semi-transparency a key aspect.
This plays a relevant role in supporting human attention and
facilitating comprehension. The work of Harrison et al. [48]
on transparency gives useful indications towards maintaining
attention and fluency, which we apply to our MR views.
We propose smooth blending and balancing between back-
ground video and the often sharper and less varying VAs.
Furthermore, VAs’ color and semi-transparency can all be
adjusted on demand. Figure 4 shows an example of different
level of VAs’ transparency.

FIGURE 4. Adaptive Transparency VA with 3D reconstruction and
traversable area: [left] both opaque, [center] only traversable area
opaque, [right] full transparency of live streamed video.

3) ADAPTIVE VIEWS
To minimize cognitive overload, such as it could occur in
dynamic situations requiring timely response [7], we follow
the recommendations provided by Shneiderman [49] and
Harrison et al. [48]. These concern with control panels’
observations and the psychological problem of focused and
divided attention. The answer is a screen view that dynam-
ically changes depending on robot speed and user’s prefer-
ence. For instance, when moving it may show a qualitative
overview that only shows relevant sensor information on
path and close obstacles, graphically hiding object details,
etc. This follows Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seeking
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Mantra (MANTRA) design approach [49]. Figure 5 shows
examples of adaptive views using different color and trans-
parency levels.

FIGURE 5. MR images showing qualitative overviews of an environment.
Each row shows views of the same environment from the same
viewpoint, with a video-image combined with a coloured graphical
representation following objects’ shape in 3D. The images to the right
show instances of MR views occurring when the robot travels at higher
speed. They show less objects details, which gives higher appreciation of
free and occupied space. Such qualitative view is deemed relevant when
driving at higher speed and therefore there is less time to look at details,
but greater interest in avoiding collisions. The graphic mesh is coloured
according to distance to objects, with red indicated higher proximity and
risk of collision. Transparency changes according to vehicle’s speed.

It is proposed that visibility and blending of predominant
elements can change dynamically, adaptively, and on user’s
demand.We adopt theMANTRA approach for managing dif-
ferent data types [49]. We find very appropriate the suggested
use of a small number of tasks, and we wish these to follow
the order given by the MANTRA as it fits nicely to robot
teleguide actions. We always Overview first, while Zoom-
ing, Filtering and Details are applied on demand [31], [35].
Automatic adaptation based on speed and distance to objects
is an available option useful for specific environments and
situations.

The Overview situation is empowered by the exo-centric
viewing option. It can be combined with other VAs such
as the Traversable Area and Centerline (introduced below).
The Zooming can be enriched by measurements using virtual
pointers. The Filter can be applied to colors and occlusions.
We additionally consider within this approach the manage-
ment of delays-driven latencies (based on timestamps). This
to give consistency among visualized sensor data and to align
themwith the video-stream.Visible seamsmay occur because
of image noise and sensor errors.

D. REGIONAL AND DIRECTIONAL VISUAL AIDS
The graphical elements, representing incoming sensor data,
are specifically designed for teleoperation to visually aid
understanding of: sensor information, remote-scene dynam-
ics, vehicle’s behavior and operator’s commands. Eight types
of VAs are proposed, which are grouped as Regional and

Directional. The Regional VAs provide information on robot
surrounding environment, while Directional VAs provide
route following information (in our case this is based on
traversing-cost path-planning [50]).

1) REGIONAL VISUAL AIDS
• Traversable Area. It shows the crossable areas within
current field of view. It can include expected difficulty
and hide non-relevant details. The shown informa-
tion is inserted and tuned either on-demand or adap-
tively (e.g. based on current speed). It is often an
essential aid, especially for outdoor unstructured sce-
narios. Figures 3 and 4 include representations of the
traversable area VA.

• Extended Camera View. It shows live camera images
surrounded and integrated with graphics representing
adjacent areas. This allows operators to perceive vehicle
surrounding areas simultaneously to frontal view. It is
helpful in many tasks to overcome narrow passages
while providing greater sense of presence. It marries
well with the proposed use of VR headset, which thanks
to head-tracking adapts visualized images to user’s head
position. We propose live video-images to be inserted
into a wider AV context through CG video-mapping.
In particular, the streamed video is mapped onto a sur-
face located in front of the robot according to robot
heading. Our approach differs from literature works,
such as Li and Fan [51] proposing sensor alignment
through reconstructed 3D models (for outdoor applica-
tions), because we do not try to align real and virtual
views. Rather, we map a live video feed into a surface
inside the graphic representation. In this way to produce
an extended camera view is straightforward through
graphic rendering. We use image-processing to align
video and graphical elements as in [7]. Our solution
is feasible because we have knowledge of the robot
surrounding environment provided by the robot sen-
sors and reconstructed 3D model. Furthermore, our 3D
model provides detailed graphical appearance because
of the hi-resolution aerial cameras. This is very helpful
to reduce the observed gap in quality between video and
synthetic images. The main challenge for the proposed
AV solution is alignment. We address it by careful hori-
zon alignment [52], sensor data filtering and assessment,
an initial and repeatable calibration [7], and graphic
texture extrapolation in case of visible seam (due to
lack of data). Figure 6 shows an extended camera view
example.

• Exocentric View. It shows the robot during naviga-
tion from a 3rd person view. We propose an exocen-
tric 3D view generated from the available 3D model
(updated whenever possible), GPS, IMU and odometric
sensor data. This solution enables generation of any
exocentric views, which is very useful in many occa-
sions, such as parking and area overview. Operating
with an exocentric view allows for faster space layout
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FIGURE 6. Extended Camera View VA: the image shows the graphically
reconstructed 3D environment (from live sensor data), while the live
video streamed from the onboard camera can be noted to the left in
background.

FIGURE 7. Exocentric View VA with three vehicle’s views captured during
navigation. The left-image shows the Centerline VA on exocentric views.

comprehension and effective vehicle maneuvering.
Nielsen et al. [30] explain how an adjustable per-
spective can aid with all three levels of Endsley’s
situational awareness (perception, comprehension, and
projection) [1]. Alternative solutions for exocentric view
generation would be impractical as they could require
for example large camera heads on top of vehicles or
would help only on specific actions. We are aware that
an exocentric view may slow down operations because
it could divert operator’s attention by uncovering details
(the same way 3D views do compared to corresponding
2D views [5], [32]). This has nonetheless no impact
on accuracy. Figure 7 shows two exocentric views
iexamples.

• Top View. It shows the environment from above. This
type of view, popular on computer games to supports
vehicles and person navigations, are considered of great
help to catch vehicle attitude and plan future moves. Our
top-view size and its position can be adjusted by users.
Figure 3 shows an example.

• Virtual Pointer. It shows a ray casted from the robot
towards a location of interest in the environment. This
type of VA already proposed in AR from early years [29]
can be beneficial for human-computer interaction in
virtual/augmented environments [53]. By casting a ray

FIGURE 8. Virtual Pointer VA with post raised on targeted point.

our pointer establishes a connection and distance-factor
with the environment. A road-sign post like is shown
at the position hit by the ray, displaying corresponding
information in terms of altitude, slope, distance and
traversability cost. Figure 4 shows an example. This
VA supports the need one may have of reading specific
measurements [48], which can be derived from the 3D
reconstructed model or sensors data. Figure 8 shows an
example.

2) DIRECTIONAL VISUAL AIDS
• Guide Arrow. It shows a 3D arrow providing clear indi-
cation about the direction to follow. Figure 4 shows an
example. Arrows are popular to indicate routes and very
appreciated by inexperienced users [54]. They outper-
form alternatives such as compass and light sources [55],
and are popular in latest video-games 54]. Our guide
arrow is implemented through dynamic selection of
most suitable centerline checkpoints and it is displayed
in S3D making the indicated direction easy to catch
visually. Figure 3 shows an example.

• Centerline. It shows a graphic line that indicates the
best vehicle position to have while navigating. A center-
line represents a clear reference for vehicle’s operators.
Lines and segments are widely used on our roads to
indicate lanes and specific behaviors. To use continuous
lines to follow directions is in harmony with our brain
sensitivity [45]. Lines provide that simplicity suggested
in visual observations [44]. Differently from for our
roads, our vehicle is expected to stand on top of the
continuous line. This to ensure it keeps the best position
while driving. The centerline is an intuitive and simple
reference, which provides direction too. Figure 3 and
figure 7 (right-hand side) show examples.

• Robot Bonnet. It shows a graphical representation
of robot front bonnet from ego-centric viewpoint.
Therefore, only provided with this type of viewpoint.
It includes an imaginary bonnet shape (with pointed
end) to help operators comprehend vehicle-direction.
Viewing vehicle’s front bonnet effectively increases sit-
uational awareness 2], [31], and helps preventing colli-
sions [5].
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FIGURE 9. Main processing units with related blocks and data flow.

We cannot find in the literature an organized visual interface
framework such the one proposed, which is aimed at enhanc-
ing user’s comprehension through the described design ele-
ments and visual aids. The most relevant contribution is
related to the intended application scenario, namely in uneven
unstructured terrains, for which teleoperation interfaces have
been scarcely investigated and developed.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION SYSTEM AND SETUP
Figure 1 gives an illustrated overview of the proposed system,
while figure 9 shows the main processing units with the
related blocks and data flow.

A. HARDWARE, SENSING AND VISUAL SCENES
In our experiments we use the U-Go Robot mobile platform,
which is 75cm long, 88cm large, with 18cm wide rubber-
tracks. It is localized outdoor through the Real-Time Kine-
matic (RTK) Differential GPS. Its 3D attitude is acquired by
the high-precision IMU Xsense MTi. A ZED stereo-camera
connected to a Jetson TX1 board sits to face the envi-
ronment in front of the robot, while acquiring 15fps at
1280 × 720 px-res. High-level robot functions are managed
by a Raspberry Pi3 board, which runs the Robot Operating
System (ROS) communication network. The ROS sets up
distributed computing based on TCP-IP protocol and man-
ages robot navigation. ROS drivers support the ZED cam.
Figure 10 shows the system architecture.

The proposed teleoperation interface, built using the
Unity3D software, contains environment textures mapped

FIGURE 10. System architecture of the U-Go robot.

to an aerial photogrammetric reconstruction of the naviga-
tion area, obtained through the dedicated mapping software
Pix4D [42]. A 2D map including traversing costs is derived
from a terrain traversability analysis performed on the Digital
Elevation Model (DEM), based on slope assessment and step
detection [50]. This cost-map is matched against environment
top-view. Our map pixel-size is 25cm. The Centerline VA is
a polyline generated through multiple checkpoint objects laid
over the 3D environment.

B. NAVIGATION, DATA COMMUNICATION AND
CALIBRATION
The driver side of the teleoperation system consists of a
PC remotely connected to the U-Go ROS network, which
acts as robot-control station. The remote connection is
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realized similarly to the work described in [56], thus letting
the ROS middleware manage concurrencies and obtaining a
reliable communication network. The remote operator wears
an Oculus Rift HMD to get immersive MR views of robot
and environment. The vehicle is guided through the Oculus
Touch controllers. Alternatively, the user observes through
a 27’’ Acer Hn274h 2D/3D desktop monitor. Unity3D runs
scripts and sends driving commands to robot [56]. During
driving we store video frames, robot pose and associated
timestamps. The operator’s view is updated with latest sensor
inputs and live-streamed environment images mapped on the
reconstructed planes frontal to robot. The data-flow scheme
(figure 9) also handles operator’s run-time requests such as
traversable areas (relying on the estimated 2D cost-map).

Camera images are aligned to environment 3D recon-
struction automatically through the proposed image-stream
mapping. Nonetheless, it is possible for an operator to make
adjustments through the provided calibration tool. This helps
overcome video-graphics mismatches. Calibration may take
place at mission start and during teleoperation through the
Touch controller. This feature is relevant because outdoor
navigation causes vibrations and jumps, which may lead to
camera-robot misalignments.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: SYSTEM FEASIBILITY
AND INTERFACE EFFECTIVENESS
We wanted to gain an insight on overall system functionality
and interface performance. We found it difficult to directly
compare the proposed system with other state of the art pro-
posals, such as e.g. those listed in Table 1. The reason being
the different systems’ setups, (such as the robot platform
and the number of variables), the transmission delays and
type of visual aids, which are difficult to equally recreate.
We consequently aimed in our test trials:

• To confirm feasibility of the proposed systems and
interface solutions, by implementing and running our
interface on a real system setting.

• To check effectiveness of the proposed MR scenarios
and visual aids, by asking users for their impression.
Our qualitative assessment included observing sensors
misalignments and visual aids usefulness. We also com-
pared the use of VR headset with a more traditional
desktop monitor.

Twenty-four trials took place on an outdoor field that included
a number of navigation challenges: uneven ground, two dif-
ferent slopes, two uncrossable areas and limited ground visi-
bility due to rich vegetation. A real robotic systems was used
with maximum speed of 0.8 m/s. Figure 1 shows our test area
through its 3D graphical reconstruction.

The test environment resembles two application scenarios:
a terraced field, in the context of agricultural robotics, and a
post-landslide scenario, where time-critical search and rescue
operations have to be performed.

We asked 12 users to tele-operate the robot twice across the
entire traversable area (after three minutes of practice), while
either wearing a VR headset or observing the environment

in front of a 2D/3D desktop display. All users had some
experience in using video-games, but not with robot teleop-
eration and VR. They followed a pre-determined schedule to
counterbalance learning and fatigue effects. The linked video
shows the system, all the VAs and a demo trial. Tests con-
formed to literature recommendations [57]–[59] and followed
traditional approaches in terms of consent, forms and ques-
tionnaires [58]. Response to a questionnaire was provided
based on the 7-point Likert scale (−3,3), with ‘3’ being the
best score and ‘−3’ the worst one.

There were 13 questions users were asked to answer with a
score. The questions directly asked about the effectiveness of
the 8 proposed VAs and of 4 viewing performance indicators
(display suitability, used colours, image shaking and image
misalignment). Users were carefully and equally explained
the meaning of each question and scale values. We asked
users to feel free to provide comments regarding our ques-
tions. In addition, we specifically asked to comment about
sensor inconsistencies and video-graphic misalignments.

A. SENSOR DATA MISALIGNMENTS
Assessing communication challenges was outside our scope.
Rather, we focused on evaluating the interface capability
of delivering multiple inputs to operators (from GPS, IMU,
Camera and 3D graphic model). We had an Internet connec-
tion with delays ranging from 1 to 4 secs, which is in line
with several works in the literature [7], [31]. We exploited
the data-associated timestamps in order to serve all inputs
and response on first-in first-served schedule. The relevant
outcome of open-handed questions and identified issues are
discussed below:

• Sensors Inconsistencies. Differences among sensors in
acquisition speed were of major interest in our test,
as they would potentially affect image alignment and
users’ comfort. As for our choice sensor data were all
transmitted as raw to save processing time. The GPS
operated at 500ms, the IMU at 100ms, while live-camera
images were sent at 15fps. The different sensor rates
prevented us to opt for an encapsulation-based data
transmission, as such approach would have bound us
to the lowest data rate (i.e. the one of the GPS). The
outcome indicated that discrepancies among sensors led
to asynchronous inputs resulting in occasional images
or VAs abrupt movements on display (image shaking).
These were noted by 9 of our 12 users who judged them
as minor and never critical (despite the uneven ground
and lack of image-stabilization). The GPS lower update
rate was one of the causes of inconsistencies despite
mitigated through the use of a Kalman filter used as
sensor fusion method and to combine acquired positions
and odometry.

• Video-Graphic Misalignment. A consequence of sen-
sor inconsistencies, but also errors and transmission
delays, is misalignment in the MR image between video
and graphical elements (responding to different sensors
and data rates). During our tests we could occasionally
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FIGURE 11. MR view during teleoperation toward the end of a trial. The
superimposed red arrows indicate examples of misalignment between
video and graphical elements.

FIGURE 12. Top-diagram: median scores and standard error of our
qualitative user studies comparing user performance when tele-operating
through a VR headset, 2D desktop, S3D desktop. The below-table shows
T-Student p-values of coupled comparisons between the displays. The
values in red indicate significant differences.

observe the actual vehicle attitude being different from
the one communicated to operator’s interface, which
caused visual gaps between the texture-mapped graph-
ical model and the camera streamed images. Figure 11
shows an example of image misalignment towards the
end of a trial. The average score of the users for image
misalignment was ‘‘good’’ (score 1) with 11 test-users
judging that ‘‘incoming sensor and model information
were received and displayed coherently’’. Occasionally
image misalignments on attitude and position appeared
(noted by all users), but they were not reported as rele-
vant disturbance. We think this is a clear evidence that
the robot hardware and the ROS network worked well
and can be expected to do a good job under similar con-
ditions and robot speed. The graphic model showed no
delay in generating views; neither delays were perceived
when mapping sensor data to VAs.

B. VIEWING PERFORMANCE
Figure 12 shows the outcome of our qualitative within subject
user study. Users tele-operated the robot while either wear-
ing the VR headset or observing through a less immersive

desktop screen. The latter included two viewing modalities:
standard 2D and stereoscopic-3D (S3D). The diagrams show
median values and standard error. The figures also include
a table containing T-Student’s p-values for coupled compar-
isons between displays.

• Display Suitability. The VR headset performed signif-
icantly better than any other screen, whereas the 3D
monitor scored significantly better than its 2D version.
This outcome clearly shows: (1) the contribution of
having S3D viewing (HMD and 3D Desktop); (2) the
contribution of having S3D viewing coupled to wide
viewing angle (HMD). The higher sense of isolation is
also a contributing factor.

• Image Shaking. This is generally commented as a minor
issue. The significantly worse headset’s performance
compared to the monitors, and the similar scores of the
two monitors, confirm the negative effect of the head-
set’s greater involvement of user’s peripheral vision.

• Image Misalignment. Visible gaps between image ele-
ments occurred mostly between streamed video and
graphics, whereas graphical representations of sensor
data and 3D model displayed coherently. The 2D mon-
itor performed best. The reason being the misalignment
were partially mitigated by the lack of depth awareness,
which made them less noted or not perceived at all. The
difference was significant only between the two moni-
tors. The overall performance was lower than previous
indicators, but still with a positive average.

• UsedColors.Theywere positively judged in terms of the
chosen hues and their mapping to visual aids. Theywere,
commented as well adapted to driving context (featuring
green grass and brown terrain). Scores were among the
highest, with no significant differences.

C. VISUAL AIDS
The figures 13 and 14 show the outcome of our qualitative
analysis over VAs, analogously to figure 12.

• Traversable Area. It scored high on all displays with
no significant difference among them. It was deemed
needed for the specific type of environment, which fea-
tured reduced ground visibility because of the vegeta-
tion, and very helpful during planning and driving. Users
stated this VA provided immediate comprehension facil-
itated by the use of colors and transparencies.

• Extended Camera View. The enhancement in terms of
sense of presence was felt and positively judged. It was
particularly appreciated on the headset because of the
wide FOV. The graphic prevalence was judged excessive
and suggested to be reduced. This VA scored signifi-
cantly better on the VR headset than any other screen,
whereas the 3D monitor scored significantly better than
its 2D version.

• Exocentric View. It was commented as powerful and use-
ful, but to require a couple of seconds to mentally adapt
to the switch from egocentric to exocentric viewpoints.
The graphic is deemed improvable to further increase
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FIGURE 13. Top-diagram: median scores and standard error related to
Regional Visual Aids. The below-table shows T-Student p-values of
coupled comparisons between the displays (red values indicate
significant differences).

FIGURE 14. Top-diagram: median scores and standard error related to
Directional Visual Aids (and overall). The below-table shows T-Student
p-values of coupled comparisons between the displays (red values
indicate significant differences.

realism and presence, e.g. by including wheels’ move-
ment. The 3D monitor performed significantly better
than both the other displays. 3D viewing was judged
very helpful. It was less appreciated on the headset
because of some occurring visual deformation.

• Top-View. This VA was judged occupying an excessive
area of the overall view. Despite this, many users com-
mented this aid was often ignored and lacked indication
of the travelled path. A positive note was this VA being
quicker to catch mentally than the exocentric view one.
Scores were low with zero median value and no signifi-
cant difference between screens.

• Virtual Pointer. It was commented as very useful to
understand the surrounding environment during plan-
ning and under static conditions, whereas during nav-
igation the generated occlusions sometime hindered

visibility. It scored high as median value on all screens,
with no significant differences.

• Guide Arrow. This aid was judged to provide substantial
help during navigation because it clearly indicated the
driving direction. Users also commented its effective-
ness was subject to hue choice, as the VA needs to stand
out from current background. It was suggested its color
should be adapted to vehicle’s speed. The VA position
on screen was judged suitable, and it was appreciated
the option of changing it on demand. 3D viewing played
a major role, as confirmed by the significantly better
performance of headset and 3Dmonitor when compared
to 2D monitor.

• Centerline. It was commented as the most needed help.
It is intuitive and well indicated the position to hold
during navigation and the path to follow. It also gave
clear visibility to the underlying and surrounding envi-
ronment. This VA achieved its highest scores on headset
and 2D monitor, and slightly less on 3D monitor, with
no significant differences between screens.

• Robot Bonnet. It was judged very helpful, but in need
of some graphic improvements to its shape, to get
maximum score. The 3D viewing made once again
the greatest difference, especially in narrow passages,
as it allowed users to clearly perceive the displacement
between robot and closest obstacles. The headset and 3D
monitors scored significantly better when compared to
the 2D monitor.

• VA Overall. The results showed relevant variations
among different visual aids and their effect on the tested
displays. VAs were overall judged useful and providing
real help for outdoor ground robot navigation. The VAs
were judged to play a more relevant role in supporting
navigation than the display. This we deem explained the
high overall scores achieved by the 2D monitor and the
non-significant difference between displays.

The proposed VAs, with the only exception of the top-view,
were no doubt of great help to ground robot navigation.
This was the case on any display. Their usefulness varied,
with the regional VAs greatly appreciated for overview and
planning, typically under static or low-motion conditions,
whereas directional VAs were highly valued during motion.

The VR headset confirmed its great suitability over VAs
that could exploit the wide FOV and head movement, there-
fore enhancing presence, and under static or nearly static con-
ditions. This was particularly the case of the extended camera
view and exocentric view. The VR headset also showed its
advantage on both regional and directional VAs, in terms
of 3D visualization. This was particularly the case for guided
arrow and robot bonnet.

The 3D monitor was appreciated for enhancing depth per-
ception, when compared to its equivalent 2D version. It was
particularly appreciated for the exocentric view, guide arrow
and robot bonnet. Testing on the 2D monitor was useful to
see effectiveness of the VAs per se (regardless of the specific
display). This was particularly shown by the VA overall high
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scores and the non-significant difference between displays for
traversable area, virtual pointer, centerline and VA overall.

VI. CONCLUSION
A new mixed reality visual context for robot teleoperation
interfaces was proposed, aimed at improving performance
by increasing operator’s situational awareness. With the
help of information visualization theories, related literature
(and authors’ experience), a way was devised to intuitively
communicate available sensor information concurrently to
streamed video input and environment knowledge.

The interface combined immersive visualization, three-
dimensional mixed reality and visual aids; and its design
included: single-window representation, video-synthetic
images, intuitive data viewing, regional and directional visual
aids. The use of specific visual aids was proposed, which
were designed to best represent different sensor data within
and around live video-images. Eight visual aids were pro-
posed, classified as: Regional (traversable area, extended
camera, top view, exocentric view, and virtual pointer) and
Directional (guide arrow, centerline, and robot bonnet).

The proposed design was implemented on a real sys-
tem that included: mobile platform (mobile robot with var-
ious sensors, a 3D-camera and processing unit), flying
vehicle (drone with GPS and camera), and operator’s unit
(mixed reality interface, graphical processor and VR headset/
3D-monitor). All were linked through a communication
network.

The systemwas tested by twelve users through twenty-four
practice trials on an uneven outdoor terrain presenting a
few challenges. The outcome was very encouraging because
of the positive feedback and acceptance given by all users
towards the interface performance and visual aids.

All visual aids but one, were positively judged, deemed
helpful and effective. Performance varied for different dis-
plays and viewing modalities, with the VR headset showing
superior performance when either its wide FOV and head
movement, or 3D viewing, could be exploited. This was the
case with extended camera view, exocentric view, guided
arrow and robot bonnet. The 3D monitor also showed good
performance over its 2D version because of the enhanced
depth-perception. Improvements were suggested on: virtual
pointer, guide arrow and robot bonnet. While the top view
was criticized in its current form.

Additionally, we plan to further mitigate sensor data mis-
alignments and image shaking by respectively acting on the
network, aiming at reducing communication delays, and on
the robotic platform by introducing shock absorbers. As men-
tioned, communication related issues were not addressed in
the present work, thus to be faced in future developments.

We think three-dimensional mixed reality is the future of
teleoperation visual interfaces, which combined to visual aids
has great potential in effectively conveying diverse sensor
information visually. Three-dimensional mixed reality and
visual aids also well marry with the use of a VR headset,
which has now become mature technology.
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